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Project 2 Revision Outline

Organization
- Re-arrange paragraphs to create a more intuitive flow of ideas
- more clearly separate and sequence methods, lenses, main ideas, examples, discussion

Content
- make purpose of background in beginning of methods section clearer
- Add more discussion after my results section (still need to work on)

Syntax/Sentence Structure
- eliminate use of I where possible
- eliminate use of some contractions
- more formal writing in some areas
- simplify long or dense sentences
- break up long sentences into multiple sentences

Flow of Ideas
- constantly tie new ideas back to thesis [difference in between “universal” localism and “true” localism]
- restate ideas
- re-organize some areas

Questions for conference:
- Should I try to more clearly state my motive in the beginning of my paper? Is it too much already?
- Is the information in my methods section relevant?
- Do I have enough sources for the information that I’m trying to articulate?
- Am I focusing too much on my argument and not enough on answering my research question?
- How are the section titles?